
Staff FAQ 
 

As we won’t be able to rotate playground duty between members of the year group, is it ok if teachers 

do one a day and TAs do the other one so that we both get a break (toilet and a cuppa). Absolutely! 

Equally, loo trips and tea runs can happen at other times too. 

 

How is the staff room working with all the staff that will be in? The staff room is too small a place. For 

tea and coffee runs we can use the staffroom, and we’re also setting up a base in the Nurture room for 

staff at that end. Please social distance when in these rooms. I addition, the infant hall will be set up as 

our main staffroom. We must not mix bubbles, and we should maintain social distancing but this will 

allow us to see each other in a safe environment if needed. 

 

What is happening with SLT and bubbles? Do you belong to bubbles/have your own bubble? What 

happens if we need you in an emergency? The office is in bubble together- other staff will not be 

allowed into the office (More guidance about this will be shared on the TED day). 

The SLT are NOT in a bubble, we will maintain social distancing form everyone, and each other, 

wherever possible. Of course, we are available if you need us for emergencies and important things, 

but we’ll not be able to do the usual good work stickers etc.  

 

Will medicines (inhalers etc) be passed around on the training day with health care plans? Yes. Please 

prepare medications and HCP on the TED day. Please pass these up to a receiving adult, but you may 

also need to collect these if for your bubble children is a member of staff is not in school to give them 

to you. If there are any problems at all please speak to me (Nic) before the end of the TED day. 

 

Can I car share? 

While the wider government advice remains as it does staff should not share cars with anyone not in 

their bubble. 

 

Is there any where assigned to store equipment / furniture not being used / in way ? ( labelled with 

where come from ) Furniture- where possible 'spare furniture will need to be housed in the 

classrooms. Of course, cloakrooms are not being used so these are available if needed. Staff will 

need to take responsibility for labelling them. 
 

What clothes do staff wear? As school is open staff will be back in work clothes. 

 

Will children have their exercise books? Yes, Year 1 children should have their writing and maths books with 

them. Helen is compiling full H&S guidance for staff alongside the risk assessment which will have 

more details in regarding handling of books etc. 

We will not send these books home as we normally would for the Summer. 

 

Why are Year 1 children having access to Year 1 classrooms when they are probably more suited to Year 2 

classrooms in comparison to Reception children? The Year2 classrooms were chosen for Reception so that 

the YR children had open access to the outside area. While the children will be less familiar with the area, 

and the toilets etc we hope they’ll settle quickly. They will each be able to use the space immediately 

outside of their door. Children will be supported by adults when visiting the toilets. We were not able to use 

Year 1 as we have two SEN children we must manage within the Year 1 area. 

 

What resources will the children in Year 2 classrooms have access to? Although there will be a maximum of 

12 children, I am worried about keeping the youngest children occupied. For example, I won’t be putting 

out Lego/duplo as it will be pretty hard to clean. Resources will need to be shared from the Reception 



classrooms. The Year 2 resources are not suitable for Reception children. I agree that the harder to clean 

items will need to be removed from circulation which will limit things even further. 

 

Will there be access to roleplay outfits/areas, water trays, sand, playdough, sharing of creative resources? I 

am worried that the setup of the room, alongside planning for a week, will be a tight turnaround for the 

TED. All rooms with the YR children in will need to be set up to best support their learning and play, trying 

to balance normality, children’s needs and safety. This is most difficult for the youngest!!  

We will need to be mindful of the types of equipment we put out. We must not use any malleable things, 

such as play dough as this is in the guidance. Items such as role play cloths should also be avoided for this 

reason as we are unable to clean them. Hard hats etc could be used though.  

Sharing creative resources will be fine, but we should clean any equipment regularly (e.g. handles of paint 

brushes, glue sticks etc. All classes will have cleaning materials. For each item we put out we should 

consider how safe it is… water fine, sand probably not 

We only plan to use an hour of the TED time, with a few hands on deck I hope we’ll be able to turn things 

around ready for the following day. Many of Team A are beginning to prepare as they think ahead to 

reopening. I expect that Team B (with the amazing Mark, Hannah and Jo) will be able to do something 

similar next week. 

Will we be able to share/mix resources with other bubbles? We would normally change the construction 

table every day as their level of play decreases. I am worried our resources will be limited. Sharing resources 

across bubbles is fine, but it must be cleaned first, so daily changes are probably unrealistic. You’re right 

that resources will be limited but it will be a case of making the best out of what we have. 

Will Reception children be expected to have one chair only for all activities? Can they move the chairs 

around themselves? Children’s own chairs will work best for the carpet sessions. I would have as many 

standing activities/areas as is possible. Children can use ‘other’ chairs for activities- we would just add these 

to the regular cleaning happening within the classroom. Children are allowed to move chairs themselves if 

you choose to do this. 

Reception- You mentioned that the number of children in each area will be strictly limited? Are they 

allowed to move around freely? Or will they have to ‘wait around’? E.g. if one child finishes some colouring, 

do they have to wait for another area to be free before they move?  Children will be allowed to move 

around freely, if there is space at the activity. When planning the activities it would be worth planning 

enough areas so that there is some capacity so that they’re not all full up. 

Will children need to wear uniform? We will be asking the children to come in joggers and trainers. A 
school jumper / cardigan would be great but we recognise that this may not always be possible if they have 
to wash them each day. We want children ready to be able to do PE (games) so they don’t have to get 
changed/have PE kits in school. 
 
How will we clean in the classrooms? Each class will have 2 sets of rubber gloves, cleaning solution and 
blue roll. We are using roll so we can throw it away straight after cleaning. Lidded bins will be provided. 
You do not have to clean the room after every activity, but during key transition points it would make 
sense to do so. You’ll need to do this around the children. 
 
How will we organise children’s equipment in the classroom?  
Y1-  Ideally, each child will have their own desk, with their own things on it.  Children should have their 
own set of stationary. You can organise this in your room as you see fit. One great idea is for each child to 
have their own tray which they keep their things in, at lunchtime and the ends of the day they can return 
this tray to the draw unit. This means that only they are handling this. Please use the trays from the room 
you are allocated, creating temp name labels. 



YR Obviously this will look different in reception. For reception children should have their own chair in a 
space for example. Number of children at any area will need to be strictly limited. Increased cleaning of 
areas and equipment will be necessary.   
Desks and worktops should be clear of all other ‘touchable’ stuff. 
 
What happens at lunchtime? Each bubble will have their own lunchtime supervisor. They will eat in the 
classroom, only sandwiches. They will play outside on their designated playground, with bubbles 
separated. 
 
Can we leave the building at lunchtimes? Yes you may. Please take all the usual safety measures when 
returning to the building. 
 
How are plans for movement around the building going? Plans are becoming more concrete. They involve 
junctions, split corridors, set routes etc. We will share this with you, and a detailed diagram to help on the 
TED day. The floors will be marked with tape etc to support us. Access to toilets has also been arranged. 
Those using the reception and Year 1 classes will have a unisex toilet per bubble. Those using KS2 toilets 
will have a cubicle and sink per bubble. 
 
Can we send out reading books? No. Sadly, at this time the risk of cross contamination for items going 
home and returning into school is too high. You can send home printed completion booklets though. 
 
 
Apart from use of 1/4 of the playground at playtimes will we be able to use the outdoors? If so when and 
how will we know that there will be no one else out there ? Will Year one be able to access the field from 
the our classroom doors if we have had enough of sitting at desks and need to get outside other than at 
playtime? 
Yes you will be able to access the outdoors at other times, please feel free to use the outdoors as much as 
possible. We will create a timetable for Bootcamp and Forest School. We will not create a timetable for the 
field and playgrounds so this will allow a degree of flexibility to be able to respond to the children’s needs. 
With these three spaces (plus YR in their area) there will be enough space to ensure bubbles don’t mix. 
CLARIFICATION- All bubbles can use the playgrounds. The designated areas will apply to lunchtime. If your bubble 
is out there alone you can use all of it, or half if out with another class for example. Staff will be able to manage this. 
 
Will the children still be able to do Boot camp? and will the area be safe as it may be quite overgrown as 
no- one has been there for a while. Yes, Bootcamp and forest school will be available. A timetable will be 
created for this. We will review the area over the next 2 weeks to make sure it is safe to use. 
 
What will happen about movement around corridors, will there be set routes to the playground for 
example? We do not yet have a finalised plan for corridors, this will be developed and shared before we 
open. Options may include one way systems, partitioning corridors and the use junctions etc. We can 
support this with the support of adults and tape on the floor (junction and arrows etc).  We'll share this 
with all staff when it has been finalised- the TED day is likely to be best for this so people can see and 
understand it. 

Numbers have been low for keyworkers but may increase as they're encouraged to go back. Is there a limit 
to 2/3/4 class sizes? Yes, these will also be limited to 15. In the current plan we will start with capacity for 
30 children, across 2 classes bases (split alphabetically). While the Government want all keyworker children 
to attend this would not be possible for us so we’re keeping that a secret. We will only allow ‘new’ 
keyworker children to attend if their parents work in schools. Within the plan we have capacity to increase 
to 45 children if needed. 



Toilets - how do we ensure that they are not being used by children using year 2 classrooms to prevent 
bubbles meeting? Great question, I think we will need to see how this works in practice. If only small 
numbers of children go then they can social distance in that environment. Teachers will need to ensure 
that children only go in very small groups e.g. 2 or 3 at the maximum. I would suggest a TA goes with them 
whenever possible. 

Are adults being allocated toilets? Yes, We will ask YR & Y1 staff to use the toilets in the Year 1 block. 
Keyworker, SLT and office bubble to use the toilets by the art gallery.  

Am I going to teach the home learning packs or continue with the themes (Key worker children)?I would 
suggest you continue with themes.  

Can the children play/have free choice in the classroom or do they have to stay at their desks? The 
government guidelines do NOT expect 2m social distancing in schools as this is unrealistic; the model is 
based on reducing risk through ‘bubbles’. Of course, we do not want any unnecessary close social contact 
and much of what we do will be support this and we’ll be reminding the children of this when it is 
appropriate to do so. Parents have been informed that we will NOT be 2m social distancing. The children 
can still play. We can support time to play safely by organising games that have natural distancing (wide 
circle catch, story telling, running races in lines, bikes etc etc), and indoors we can structure play at desks, 
limit the number of children at ‘stations’ in Reception. The use of floor spots may be really helpful for this. 

Should we be planning now? No. There will be time on the TED. Plus, for the next fortnight at least one 
Team will be on holiday each week. We should all avoid working in our breaks as much as we can. There 
are a lot of staff to share the planning out with and many hands make light work! 

Will there be time on the TED day to organise classrooms? Absolutely. We’ll only take about and hour of 
your time (max) and then you will be able to organise rooms and planning. 

What about the photocopy room? We will talk about the copy room a bit on the TED day but we'll have 
cleaning product and hand sanitiser in there, and I think we will do only 1 person in there at a time, social 
distancing to queue, and essential use only (which is coordinated to prevent frequent visits). 
 

Should I be in 2 bubbles? No! If you spot this please let me know asap. 


